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Success� is� not� a� one-shot� process.� It� is� the� result� of�
continuous� improvement�after�each� failure.�Over� the�
years�now,�NIET�has�built�quite�a�special�position�in�the�
private� higher� education� sector. � Our� unique�
educational� system� ensures� that� you� gain� not� just�
depth � and � breadth � in � your � chosen � a rea � o f�
specialization,�but�also�a�holistic�set�of�skills� that�will�
equip�you�to�face�the�real�world.�At�every�stage,�there�
will� be� opportunities� to� expand� your� boundaries,�
platforms� for� collaboration� and� learning,� and�
recognitions�for�those�who�strive�to�excel.

DR�OM�PRAKASH�AGARWAL
Managing�Director

Message�from��Managing�Director

DR�NEEMA�AGARWAL
Additional�Managing�Director

"Education�is�the�most�powerful�weapon�which�you�can�use�to
change�the�world"�-�Nelson�Mandela

The� economic,� corporate,� and� social� environments� are�
undergoing�radical�changes.�To�survive,�manage,�and�excel�in�this�
dynamically�changing�atmosphere,�it�demands�engagement�of�
professionals�who� are�well� informed,� competent,� courageous,�
and�versatile.�Beyond�the�academics,� the�curriculum�at�NIET� is�
strongly� linked� with� several� recent� themes� like� latest�
technolog ies � needed � by � organ izat ions , � so f t � sk i l l s ,�
communication,� among� others.� Our� approach� has� resulted� in�
programs� of� study� relevant� to� the� leadership� trends� and�
challenges�of�tomorrow.

Success�is�not�a�one-shot�process.� It� is�the�result�of�continuous�
improvement� after� each� failure.�Over� the� years� now,�NIET� has�
built� quite� a� special� position� in� the� private� higher� education�
sector.�Our�unique�educational�system�ensures�that�you�gain�not�
just�depth�and�breadth�in�your�chosen�area�of�specialization,�but�
also�a�holistic�set�of�skills�that�will�equip�you�to�face�the�real�world.�
At� every� stage,� there� will� be� opportunities� to� expand� your�
boundaries,� platforms� for� collaboration� and� learning,� and�
recognitions�for�those�who�strive�to�excel.

DR�OM�PRAKASH�AGARWAL
Managing�Director

MR�RAMAN�BATRA
Executive�Vice�President

Providing�ample�opportunities�in�management�education�is�one�
of�the�most�fundamental�obligations�we�owe�to�our�students.�We�
are�driven�by�the�belief�that�every�student�deserves�a�high-quality�
education.� Technology� is� evolving� at� a� steady� rate� and� our�
classrooms� are� designed� to� keep� pace� with� it.� We� impart�
experiential� learning� and� thereby� progressively� enhance� the�
competencies�of�our�teaching�staff�and�student.

Message�from�Leadership�Team
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Dr Pramod Pathak, a Behavioral Scien�st of long standing has been a Professor of Management at IIT(ISM), Dhanbad. A PhD in Stress Management, he is MSc in Psychology and an MBA in HR from BHU. A Management Consultant, Corporate Trainer and Columnist of global repute and has carried out consul�ng assignments, workshops and EDPs for the leading PSUs and private sector organiza�ons. He has guided 30 PhDs on subjects like Techno-Managerial aspects of Coalmine Disasters, Human Factors in Coalmine Accidents, HRM prac�ces in Coal Industry, Execu�ve Stress to name a few. His blogs and columns are read globally and he is a widely acclaimed public speaker.

Editorial�Board

The�Department�of�MBA�is�pleased�to�present�the�latest�edition�of�the�newsletter�"NIET�MBA�times".�
In� this� issue,�we�wish� to� showcase� the� initiatives� and� events� undertaken�by� the� department� to� uplift� the�
department�in�sync�with�its�vision�and�mission.

DR�SMITA�SINGH
Associate�Professor,�Department�of�MBA

Hello�everyone!�Department�of�MBA�warmly�welcomes�you�to�the�latest�edition�of�
its� e-Newsletter� 'NIET� MBA� Times'.� The� newsletter,� will� enlighten� you� with� the�
important� events� that� the� department� has� accomplished� in� this� session.� This�
newsletter�has�attempted�to�be�a�good�source�of�events,�activities,�workshops�and�
faculty�achievements�for�the�session�January-June�2022.�I�would�like�to�record�my�
gratitude� to� the� Leadership� team� of� NIET,� HOD(MBA),� faculty� and� students� for�
putting�together�their�efforts�for�the�release�of�the�newsletter.

DR�SONIA�MUNJAL
Professor�and�Head,�Department�of�MBA

The�Department�of�MBA�at�NIET,�Greater�Noida�imparts�technical�know-how�to�the�
students,�thereby�promoting�their�problem-solving�skills�and�involving�them�in�the�
innovation� of� new� techniques� and� technologies.� I� am� extremely� delighted� and�
proud�to�announce�the�release�of�our�Newsletter�MBA�Times�January–June�2022�
Edition.�The�Latest�Edition� is�a� living�document�of� the�department�showcasing�a�
medley�of�faculty�achievements,�activities,�events,�guest�lectures,�experiences�and,�
much�more.�Best�Wishes�and�a�warm�welcome�to�all�the�readers!

MS�MEENU�CHAUDHARY
Assistant�Professor,�Department�of�MBA

Newsletter� serves� the� purpose� of� highlighting� the� academic� achievements� of�
students�and�faculty,�events�organised�in�the�department�for�the�skill�enhancement,�
making�students�ready�for�industry�and�providing�the�roadmap�for�future�planning.�
We�are�pleased�to�serve�the�objectives�through�our�newsletter�and�will�continue�this�
trend.�I�extend�my�best�wishes�to�the�students�and�faculty�of�the�Department�of�MBA�
for�this�venture.�
We�will�continue�to�follow�this�trend.�

Editorial�Board

DR�SONIA�MUNJAL
Chief�Editor

Professor�and�Head,�Department�of�MBA

MS�MEENU�CHAUDHARY
Member

Assistant�Professor,�Department�of�MBA

DR�SMITA�SINGH

Associate�Professor,�Department�of�MBA
Member
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Dr�Pramod�Pathak,�a�Behavioral�Scientist�of�long�standing�has�been�a�Professor�of�
Management� at� IIT(ISM),� Dhanbad.� A� PhD� in� Stress� Management,� he� is� MSc� in�
Psychology�and�an�MBA� in�HR� from�BHU.�A�Management�Consultant,� Corporate�
Trainer�and�Columnist�of�global�repute�and�has�carried�out�consulting�assignments,�
workshops�and�EDPs�for�the�leading�PSUs�and�private�sector�organizations.�He�has�
guided�30�PhDs�on�subjects�like�Techno-Managerial�aspects�of�Coalmine�Disasters,�
Human�Factors� in�Coalmine�Accidents,�HRM�practices� in�Coal� Industry,�Executive�
Stress�to�name�a�few.�His�blogs�and�columns�are�read�globally�and�he�is�a�widely�
acclaimed�public�speaker.

DR�PRAMOD�PATHAK
Mentor�&�Advisor,�Department�of�MBA

Department�of�MBA,�NIET�welcomes�our�Mentor�&�Advisor

DR�PRAVEEN�SONEJA
Director�General

Proactive�scanning�of�the�recent�development�in�management�
sciences,�early�identification�of�upcoming�needs�of�the�industries�
and� curriculum� designed� for� holistic� development� of� the�
students,� and� meticulous� execution� of� teaching� and� learning�
process�are�the�hallmark�of�our�value�chain�to�deliver�"Industry�
ready�professionals".
�
Best�Wishes�to�the�Department�of�MBA.

DR�VINOD�KAPSE
Director

The�MBA�Department�of�NIET�endeavours�to�generate�competent�
managerial�human�resources�for�the�industry;�equipped�to�meet�
the�demands�of�an�ever-changing�corporate�environment.�Our�
expert� faculty,� in� a� professional� environment;� provides� a�
significant�contribution�by�providing�high-quality�education.

DR�B.�C.�SHARMA
Director�(Academics)

“Dream�big,�stay�positive,�work�hard,�and�enjoy�the�journey.”

The� Department� of� MBA� has� been� consistently� working� to�
provide� excellent� quality� education� and� delivering� training� to�
young�minds�aspiring�to�become�managers.�We�encourage�our�
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talent�are�instilled�in�them�to�assist�them�in�achieving�their�goals.
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Messages from Dignitaries

Dr. Om Prakash Agarwal

Success is not a one-shot process. It is the result of a
continuous improvement after each failure.

Over the years now, NIET has built quite a special position in
the private higher education sector. With its distinctive
culture, it provides a clear student-centered environment in
which to explore existing technical knowledge, and gain new
learning at the leading edges of technology development.

Managing Directordr. O P Agarwal

Providing ample opportunities in management  education is
one of the most fundamental obligations we owe to our
students. We are driven by the belief that every student
deserves a high quality education. Technology isevolving at a
dizzying rate but our classrooms are designed to keep pace
with it. Our Training and Placement cell consistently searches
the nooks and the corners to bring home every opportunity
that could turn NIET student ready for the industry .

Mr. Raman Batra
Executive Vice President

Dr.Vinod Kapse
Director NIET

The contemporary business world is more complicated and
unpredictable than it has ever been. The MBA Department of
NIET endeavours to generate competent managerial human
resources for the industry who are equipped to meet the
demands of an ever-changing corporate environment. Our
competent faculty, in professional environment, provides a
significant contribution by providing high-quality education.

The Department of MBA NIET has been consistently working
to provide excellent quality education and delivering training
to young minds aspiring to become managers. We encourage
our students to dream big and ensure that the correct attitude
and talent are instilled in them to assist them in achieving
their goals. I warmly welcome all the readers to the latest
edition of NIET MBA times assuring to provide high quality
education with in-depth knowledge of theory and practical
aspects in the field of management.

Dr.B.C.Sharma
Director (Academics) NIET

02

NIET�is�one�of�the�premier�Engineering�and�Management�institutes�of�India's�
National�Capital�Region� (NCR).� It�was�established�by�eminent�visionaries,�
responsible�for�setting�up�the�City�Educational�&�Social�Welfare�Society�of�
Meerut,� with� a� vision� to� provide� value-driven� education� of� global�
dimensions.

Noida� Institute� of� Engineering� and� Technology,� a� self-financed� institute,�
offering�high�standard�quality�education�to�students�from�all�corners�of�the�
country,�is�situated�in�Greater�Noida�(a�hub�of�global�MNCs).�The�institute�has�
a�sprawling�area�of�13.90�acres�and�lush-green�ambience�campus.

NIET�is�the�first�private�institute�in�Uttar�Pradesh�to�get�Autonomous�status�
by�UGC.�The�institute�accredited�by�NAAC�(A�Grade,�3.23)�and�NBA�(CSE,�ECE,�
ME,�IT,�Biotechnology,�B.Pharm,�MBA�and�MCA),�NIRF�(43rd�in�NIET�Pharmacy�
Institute;�171st�rank�in�NIET�Engineering�Institute).� It� is�developing�as�the�
Center� of� Excellence;� imparting� technical� education� and� generating�
competent� professionals� with� high� degree� of� credibility,� integrity,� and�
ethical� standards.� We� aim� at� recognizing,� respecting,� and� nurturing� the�
creative�potential�of�each�student.

MBA�is�a�two-year�full-time�course�spread�over�four�semesters.�The�program�
is�duly�approved�by�AICTE,�New�Delhi�and�affiliated�with�the�Dr�A.P.J.�Abdul�
Kalam�Technical�University,�Lucknow.�The�National�Board�of�Accreditation�
(NBA)�also�accredited�the�course.�Besides,�the�MBA�program�is�committed�to�
provide� the� educational� and� corporate� experiences� required� for�
professional�competence.

The� approach� to� pedagogy� combines� fieldwork,� case� studies� and�
instrumented� feedback�with� a� strong� emphasis� on� concepts� and� theory.�
Pyramid�Finishing�Schools�(PFS),�a�separate�division,�develop�the�modules�
and�groom�the�student's�personality,�through�customized�HR�and�technical�
training.

About
NIET

About
Department
of�MBA
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Program�Outcomes
PO1:�Apply�knowledge�of�management�theories�and�practices
to�solve�business�problems.

PO2:� Foster� Analytical� and� critical� thinking� abilities� for� data
based� decision-making.

PO3:� Ability� to� develop� Value-based� Leadership� ability.

PO4:� Ability� to� understand,� analyze� &� communicate� global,
economic,� legal� &� ethical� aspects� of� a� business.

PO5:�Ability�to�lead�themselves�&�others�in�the�achievement�of
organizational� goals,� contributing� effectively� to� a� team
environment.

Vision�of�the�Department

To�become�a�recognized�Centre�for�Management�education�for�
developing� socially� conscious� and� globally� competent�
professionals�with�an�entrepreneurial�mindset.

Mission�of�the�Department
M1:� To� develop� competent� professionals� with� an� innovative
mindset� and� a� sound� understanding� of� fundamental
management�concepts�for�critical�thinking�and�decision�making.

M2:� To�produce� team�players�with�ethical� leadership�qualities
and�good�communication�skills�to�achieve�organizational�goals.�

M3:� To� cultivate� enduring� Entrepreneurial� spirit� among� the
graduates� and� make� them� industry-ready.
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Marketing� Club� of� Department� of� MBA� organised� the� AD-MAD�
thshow�on�7 �April�2022.�The�objective�of�the�event�was�to�acquaint�

the�students�about�promotional�strategies�in�marketing�through�
advertisements.�

Cl
ub

�A
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Institute�Corner

Winners:
Mankirat�and�team�-�1st�position�
Gaurav�and�team�� �-�2nd�position��
Krishna�and�team����-�3rd�position

Business�Club�organised�Debate�competition�on�impact�of�social�
ndmedia�on�social�life�on�22 �April�2022.�This�debate�competition�

aims�to�develop�participants'�ability�to�think�critically,�as�well�as�
their�composure,�public�speaking�abilities,�and�self-confidence.

Winners:�
Sakshi�Garg��-1st�position�(Against)�
Sarthak����������-�1st�position�(Favor)�
Nausheen�����-�2nd�position�(Against)�
Shubham������-�2nd�position�(Favor)

AD-MAD�Show

Debate�competition�on�impact�of�social�media
on�social�life
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Institute�Corner

th�HR�Club�organized�a�Digital�Poster�Making�Competition�on�6 May�
2022.�The�competition�aimed�at�acquainting�students�with�the�
digital�tools�and�techniques�to�design�posters�themed�on�artificial�
intelligence�enabled�human�resource�and�Diversity�&�Inclusion�at�
workplace.�

WINNERS:�
�Shubham�&�team�-1st�position�
�Abhinav�-�2nd�position�
�Shivam�-�3rd�position

Digital�Poster�Making�Competition
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Department�of�MBA�organized�a�guest�lecture�on�"How�to�accelerate
funding�for�start-ups�through�effective�marketing"�on�13th�May�202
�to�provide�a�clear�understanding�to�the�budding�entrepreneurs�and
strategize�to�grow�at�a�rapid�rate.�The�resource�person�for�this�guest
lecture�was�CA�Himanshu�Chattwal.

How�to�Accelerate�Funding�for�Start-ups�Through�Effective�Marketing?
by�CA�Himanshu�Chattwal

Skill�Enhancement�and�Professional�Development

Department�of�MBA�has�initiated�skill-oriented�programs�to�enhance�the�employability�skills
of�the�students�in�the�form�of�personality�development�classes,�current�affairs,�management
games,�workshops�on�MS�Office�and�communication�skills.

Communication�skills,�problem-solving�skills,�Management�skills,�Creativity�and��innovation

Focus�areas:

Skill�Enhancement�and�Professional�Development

Department�of�MBA�has�initiated�skill-oriented�programs�to�enhance�the�employability�skills
of�the�students�by�organising�personality�development�classes,�current�affairs,�management
games,�workshops�on�MS�Office�and�communication�skills.

Communication�Skills
Problem-Solving�Skills
Management�Skills
Creativity�and��Innovation

Focus�areas:
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On�May�11,�2022,�a�guest�lecture�was�organised�on�"Recruitment�and
Selection"�to�deliberate�on�the�important�aspects�of�Recruitment�and
Selection� in� the� industry.� The� highlight� of� the� session� was� sharing
information�regarding�recruitment�and�selection�processes�in�various
sectors.� Ms.� Rachita� Gupta,� General� Manager� of� Operations� Talent
Path�Management�Consultants�was�the�resource�person�for�the�event.

Department� of� MBA� organized� a� guest� lecture� on� "Challenges� and
opportunities� in�global�human� resource�management"�on�13th�May
2022� to� deliberate� on� the� current� scenario� in� the� industry� and� its
impact�on�business,�operations,� and� strategies.� Students�were�quite
enthusiastic� and� asked� many� questions� related� to� compensation,
taxation,� selection� of� the� employees� in� the� international� context.
Mr.�Manoj�Karmakar,�Global�Procurement�Manager,�HCL�Technologies
was�the�resource�person�for�the�event.

Challenges�and�Opportunities�in�Global�HR�Management�by
Mr.�Manoj�Karmakar,�Global�Procurement�Manager-HCL�Technologies

Recruitment�&�Selection�by�Ms.�Rachita�Gupta,�GM�of�Operations
Talent�Path�Management

Department�of�MBA�organized�a�guest�lecture�on�"How�to�accelerate
funding�for�start-ups�through�effective�marketing"�on�13th�May�202
�to�provide�a�clear�understanding�to�the�budding�entrepreneurs�and
strategize�to�grow�at�a�rapid�rate.�The�resource�person�for�this�guest
lecture�was�CA�Himanshu�Chattwal.

How�to�Accelerate�Funding�for�Start-ups�Through�Effective�Marketing?
by�CA�Himanshu�Chattwal

Department� of� MBA� organized� a� leadership� lecture� on� "Aligning
Marketing�to�Market�Recent�Trends"�on�3rd�June�2022�to�deliberate
on� the� recent� trends� of�marketing� and� the� importance� of� digital
marketing� in� the� current� scenario.� The� resource� person� for� this
leadership�lecture�was�Mr.�Abhishek�Pathak,�VP-�Paytm.�The�session
aimed�at�providing�insight�on�aligning�marketing�to�recent�market
trends.

Aligning�Marketing�to�Recent�Market�Trends�by�Mr.�Abhishek�Pathak,
VP-�Paytm.
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Department� of� MBA� organized� a� guest� lecture� on
"How� to� accelerate� funding� for� start-ups� through
effective�marketing"�on�12th�May�2022� to�provide�a
clear� understanding� to� the� budding� entrepreneurs
and� strategize� to�grow�at� a� rapid� rate.� The� resource
person� for� this� guest� lecture� was� CA� Himanshu
Chattwal.

How�to�Accelerate�Funding�for�Start-ups�Through
Effective�Marketing?�by�CA�Himanshu�Chattwal

Lecture�Series

On�May�11,� 2022,� a�guest� lecture�was�organised�on
"Recruitment� and� Selection"� to� deliberate� on� the
important� aspects� of� Recruitment� and� Selection� in
the�industry.�The�highlight�of�the�session�was�sharing
information� regarding� recruitment� and� selection
processes� in� various� sectors.� Ms.� Rachita� Gupta,
General� Manager� of� Operations� Talent� Path
Management� Consultants� was� the� resource� person
for�the�event.

Recruitment�&�Selection�by�Ms.�Rachita�Gupta,
GM�of�Operations�Talent�Path�Management

Challenges�and�Opportunities�in�Global�HR�Management
by�Mr.�Manoj�Karmakar,�Global�Procurement
Manager-HCL�Technologies

Department� of� MBA� organized� a� guest� lecture� on
"Challenges� and� opportunities� in� global� human
resource� management"� on� 13th� May� 2022� to
deliberate� on� the� current� scenario� in� the� industry
and� its� impact� on� business,� operations,� and
strategies.� Students� were� quite� enthusiastic� and
asked� many� questions� related� to� compensation,
taxation,� selection� of� the� employees� in� the
international� context.� Mr.� Manoj� Karmakar,� Global
Procurement� Manager,� HCL� Technologies� was� the
resource� person� for� the� event.
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Workshop

Investor� Awareness� Programme� by
Mr.�Surya�Kant�Sharma,�Consultant�AMFI

Department� of� MBA� organized� a� workshop� on� the
"Investor�Awareness�Programme"�in�collaboration�with
the�Association�of�Mutual�Funds�in�India�on�10th�June
2022�to�deliberate�the�importance�of�financial�securities
of� individuals.�The� resource�person� for� this�workshop
was�Mr.�Surya�Kant�Sharma,�Consultant�AMFI.

On�May�26,�2022,�the�Department�of�MBA�arranged�an
industry� visit� to� Mother� Dairy� Private� Limited.� The
information� provided� to� students� on� the� numerous
functions� of�mother� dairy� was� both� educational� and
fascinating.

Mother�Dairy�Visit�

On� May� 28,� 2022,� the� Department� of� MBA� held� a
industry� visit� to� Starlet� Led� Lighting� Private� Limited.
Students� took� a� keen� interest� to� understand� the
concept� of� the� Bill� of� Material,� capital� structure� and
the� end-to-end� process� of� production� till� product
packaging.� This� visit� was� full� of� knowledge� and
exposure� for� the�MBA� students.

Visit�to�Starlet�Led�Lighting�Private�Limited

On� May� 23,� 2022,� Department� of� MBA� organized� a
virtual� industrial� visit� at� Yakult.� The� objective� of� this
visit�was�to�provide�exposure�to�management�students
about�the�history�of�probiotics,�Yakult's�global�presence,
and� the� science� behind� Yakult.� Additionally,� the
student� gained� knowledge� of� Yakult's� supply-chain
management�and�manufacturing�process.

Industrial�Visit

Yakult�Industrial�Visit
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Industrial�Foreign�Trip�to�Dubai

Students�of�MBA�went�for�Industrial�Visit�to�Dubai�from
22nd� May� till� 25th� May� 2022.� They� explored� various
destinations� such� as� an� Industrial� visit� to� Choithram
Retail,�Ajman�University,�visit�to�Gulf�Islamic�Investment
(GII).�Besides,�they�also�had�a�great�time�during�visit�to
Marine�Cruise,�City�Tour�and�Desert�Safari.�

Tablet�Distribution�for�MBA�2nd�Year
under�Digi�Shakti�Yojana

Noida� Institute� of� Engineering� &� Technology� (NIET)
hosted�a�tablet�distribution�ceremony�for�the�final�year
students�of�MBA,�under� the�Uttar�Pradesh�Free�Tablet
Yojana,� an� effort� of� the� U.P.� state� government� under
Digi� Shakti� Yojana.� Hon'ble� Dr� Sarojini� Agarwal,
Chairperson� NIET� was� the� Guest� of� Honor� who
distributed�Tablets�at�the�event.

Foreign� Industrial� Trip� experience� exemplifies� critical
thinking� skills� as� students� used� their� judgement� to
explore� the�world�and�evaluate� the�new�environment.�
It�also�helps�these�students�to�get�out�from�their�comfort
zone� and� develop� confidence,� learn� new� culture,
understand� the� perspective� of� people� of� different
nationality.� It�also� facilitates� the�students� to�apply� the
learnt�management�concepts�in�the�new�environment,
also� explore� their� working� style� and� how� it� can� be
applied�in�their�career�building.�

“Travel�is�the�best�teacher”
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Ms.�Pinky,�student�of�MBA�first�year�secured�2nd�position
in�the�200�metre�and�100�metre�race�in�the�Annual�Sports
Meet�organised�by�NIET,�Greater�Noida�on�26th�March
2022.�

Ms.� Vaishali� Sharma,� student� of� MBA� second� year
participated�in�an�International�Conference�held�in�IIHS
and�presented�her�paper�entitled�“Impact�of�Emotional
Intelligence� on� employee� Engagement� during� COVID:
A�study�on�the�Employees�of�Private�Sector�in�India”.

Student�Achievements

Faculty�Achievement�Corner

PhD�awardees

Dr� Navneesh� Tyagi� has� been� awarded� PhD� from
Uttarakhand� Technical� University,� Dehradun� titled
"Influence� of�Organizational� Justice� and�Organizational
Culture�on�Managerial�Effectiveness:�A�Study�of�Selected
Institutions�of�Higher�Learning". Dr�Navneesh�Tyagi

Dr�Imran�AliDr�Imran�Ali�has�been�awarded�PhD�from�Aligarh�Muslim
University,�Aligarh�titled�“A�comparative�study�of�online
and�offline�stores.”
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Ms.� Pooja� Tyagi� participated� and� presented� a� paper
entitled�"A�study�based�on�Socio-Economic�Development
Indicators� in� Uttar� Pradesh"� in� a� two-day� International
Seminar�on�"Rural�Industrialization:�An�Effective�channel
for�Economic�Progress�in�Uttar�Pradesh",�organized�by�the
Department�of�Applied�Economics,�University�of�Lucknow
on�7th�and�8th�February�2022.

Ms.�Pooja�Tyagi

Ms.� Simran� Kaur� had� published� her� paper� titled
"Personality�traits�and�Emotional�Well-being"�A�study�on
the�'Employees�of�Educational�Sector'�in�Scopus-indexed
International� Journal� of� Public� Sector� Performance
Management�journal.�

Faculty�Publications

Ms.�Simran�Kaur

Patent�Publication
Dr� Smita� Singh� has� successfully� published� a� patent
entitled� "Financial� Analysis� Management� System� and
Method�based�on�Big�Data"�as�the�4th�applicant�under�the
Patents�Act�1970�and�Patent�Rules�2003.

Dr�Smita�Singh

Conference

Ms.�Meenu�Chaudhary�presented�a�research�paper�titled
"Comparative�Analysis�of�Entropy�Weight�Method�and�C5
Classifier� for� Predicting� Employee� Churn"� during� 4th
International�Conference� in� IEEE�London�on� Intelligent
Engineering� and�Management� (ICIEM� 2022)� held� from
27th-29th�April�2022.�

Ms.�Namrata�Singh,�Ms.�Shruti�Sharma,�and�Dr�Smita�Singh
attended� an� International� Conference� in� Mangalmay
Group�of�Institutions�and�presented�their�paper�entitled
"Patanjali:�Benchmark�for�the�Indian�Entrepreneurs".

Ms.�Meenu�Chaudhary

Dr.�Navneesh�Tyagi�and�Ms.�Manju�have�published�their
patent� titled� "Impact� of� Human� Resource� Planning� in
Company/Industry"�under� the� 'Indian�Patent�Act�1970'
and�'Patent�rule�2008'.
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Dr. Om Prakash Agarwal

Success is not a one-shot process. It is the result of a
continuous improvement after each failure.

Over the years now, NIET has built quite a special position in
the private higher education sector. With its distinctive
culture, it provides a clear student-centered environment in
which to explore existing technical knowledge, and gain new
learning at the leading edges of technology development.

Managing Directordr. O P Agarwal

Providing ample opportunities in management  education is
one of the most fundamental obligations we owe to our
students. We are driven by the belief that every student
deserves a high quality education. Technology isevolving at a
dizzying rate but our classrooms are designed to keep pace
with it. Our Training and Placement cell consistently searches
the nooks and the corners to bring home every opportunity
that could turn NIET student ready for the industry .

Mr. Raman Batra
Executive Vice President

Dr.Vinod Kapse
Director NIET

The contemporary business world is more complicated and
unpredictable than it has ever been. The MBA Department of
NIET endeavours to generate competent managerial human
resources for the industry who are equipped to meet the
demands of an ever-changing corporate environment. Our
competent faculty, in professional environment, provides a
significant contribution by providing high-quality education.

The Department of MBA NIET has been consistently working
to provide excellent quality education and delivering training
to young minds aspiring to become managers. We encourage
our students to dream big and ensure that the correct attitude
and talent are instilled in them to assist them in achieving
their goals. I warmly welcome all the readers to the latest
edition of NIET MBA times assuring to provide high quality
education with in-depth knowledge of theory and practical
aspects in the field of management.

Dr.B.C.Sharma
Director (Academics) NIET
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Invited�as�Guest�Speaker

Dr�Ankita�Shukla�was� invited�as�a�Guest�Speaker� in�the
one-day�webinar�on�"Managing�stress�&�Finding�work-life
Balance"�organized�by�the�PG�Department�of�Commerce
on�22nd�January�2022�at�Aiman�College�of�Arts�&�Science
for�Women.�She�expressed�her�views�on�the�dynamics�of
workplace� that� often� leads� to�work� life� imbalance� and
strategies�to�deal�this�imbalance.�

Dr�Ankita�Shukla�

Faculty�Presence�in�Faculty�Development
Programmes

Ms.�Shruti�Sharma,�Ms.�Namrata�Singh,�Dr�Smita�Singh�and
Dr�Ankita�Shukla�attended�a�5-day�FDP�entitled�"Basics�of
Zotero�and�Mendeley�–�A� literature�Survey�Tool"� from
12th� to� 16th� February� 2022� organized� by� Mangalmay
College�of�Engineering�&�Technology�Greater�Noida

Ms.�Priyanka�Malhotra�and�Dr�Poonam�Gupta�attended�a
1-week�FDP�on�“Recent�Advancements� and�Emerging
Technologies�in�the�area�of�Education�and�Research"�from
3rd� February� to� 9th� February� 2022� organized� by� IIMT
College�of�Management,�Greater�Noida.

Mr.� Riyazuddin� attended� a� one-week� online� FDP� on
"Emerging�and�Innovative�Approach�in�Management,�IT
and�Communication�in�Teaching�and�Research"�from�09th
June� to� 15th� June� 2022� organized� by� IIMT� College� of
Management,�Greater�Noida.

Ms.�Manju�Nandal�attended�a�5-day�FDP�on�"Advanced
Research�Methods”�from�21st�March�to�25th�March�2022
organized�by�FIIB,�Delhi.

Dr� Ankita� Shukla� participated� in� the� FDP� on� "Effective
Journal�Writing"�organized�by�the�IQAC�in�collaboration
with� London� Business� University,� Singapore� held� on
18�February�2022.
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